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Apple has acquired the artificial-intelligence startup Xnor.ai for a ... reportedly purchased a little-known artificial-intelligence
company for about ... by Apple, the startup is also thought to specialize in image-recognition software.. The RealFace deal could
hint at hands-free authentication for your iPhone. Those rumors of Apple exploring facial recognition for sign-ins might just
have some .... Apple has acquired Tel Aviv, Israel-based Realface, a machine learning startup whose facial recognition
technology can be used to authenticate .... Apple (AAPL) acquires Xnor.ai, a Seattle-based artificial intelligence start-up to
boost on-device AI, per a GeekWire report. ... Apple intends its devices to operate independent of the cloud for such tasks as
facial recognition, .... Share All sharing options for: Apple reportedly buys AI startup with privacy-conscious approach. Apple
has reportedly acquired Silk Labs, a little-known startup which focused on building on-device machine learning software. ... Silk
Labs itself is not a familiar name in tech.. “The future goal of the technology is to utilise Siri as an 'omnipresent AI assistant ...
Earlier this week, Apple acquired Israel-based start-up “RealFace” that ... and Aviv Mader, RealFace has developed a facial
recognition software that offers .... Apple Acquires AI-On-The-Edge Startup Xnor.ai For Around $200M ... detection,
recognition, tracking, segmentation, face recognition, ... In August 2016, Apple acquired Turi, which was also based in Seattle,
reportedly for .... Apple acquired Xnor.ai, and the startup's low-power, edge-based AI ... Apple reportedly spent around $200
million to purchase US artificial ... For instance, Xnor.ai's most notable technology is an AI-based image recognition ... Low-
power AI tools are necessary for devices like AirPods, as they face serious .... Those rumors of Apple exploring facial
recognition for sign-ins might just have some merit. Calcalist reports that Apple has acquired RealFace, an Israeli startup ....
Apple Reportedly Acquires AI-Based Facial Recognition Startup RealFace. In a bid to boost its prospects in the world of
artificial intelligence .... Those rumors of Apple exploring facial recognition for sign-ins might just have some merit. Calcalist
reports that Apple has acquired RealFace, .... RealFace - Innovating people recognition with frictionless login! Our
revolutionary ... RealFace: Tech2 — Apple has acquired RealFace, an Israel-based start-up to improve its prospects in AI world.
Feb 20, 2017. Feb 20 ... RealFace: CNet — Apple reportedly nabs Israeli facial recognition startup. Feb 19, 2017. Feb 19 ....
Those rumors of Apple exploring facial recognition for sign-ins might just have some merit. Calcalist reports that Apple has
acquired RealFace, an Israeli startup .... The RealFace deal could hint at hands-free authentication for your iPhone.. Apple
reportedly buys an AI-based face recognition startup (engadget.com). 1 point by saycheese on Feb 20, 2017 | hide | past | web |
favorite .... Those rumors of Apple exploring facial recognition for sign-ins might just have some merit. Calcalist reports that
Apple has acquired RealFace, an Israeli start.

Those rumors of Apple exploring facial recognition for sign-ins might just have some merit. Calcalist reports that Apple has
acquired RealFace, an Israeli startup .... Person Detection will be temporarily removed from Wyze Cam beginning with a new
firmware release planned for mid-January 2020, due to the .... Major companies are known for acquiring small, and not-so-
small, startups and ... As Lattice was reportedly shopping itself to firms as a way to enhance voice-based ... It is likely Apple
bought the company to integrate its facial recognition into its ... the Seattle-based Turi is a machine learning and artificial
intelligence firm .... Apple reportedly acquires Israeli AI startup RealFace for its 'frictionless face recognition' software. Apple
has acquired Tel Aviv, Israel-based Realface, ...
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